
Brand Guidelines Ideas
Brand guidelines are easy to construct and design these days while using wide-ranging design
tools and apps such as Adobe Illustrator, and Adobe Photoshop. If you like to collect more
unique ideas and examples when creating your brand guidelines, we are pleased to provide our
free simple brand guidelines ideas and examples here to help you in designing your brand
guidelines for your corporate brand identity.

Brand Guidelines Ideas and Examples
Below are some of the highly suggested brand guidelines template ideas and examples offered
on our website. Read the following as you collect all the ideas that you need for your next brand
identity design project.

One-page Brand Guidelines Ideas and Examples
Several minimalists in businesses, groups, and organizations have always preferred to create
short and sweet brand guidelines without over-complicating instructions and rules for any other
departments and companies that will handle your brand. Also, small and medium businesses,
as well as solopreneurs are the ones who are more likely to need a one-page style brand style
guide. Here is a sample of one-page brand guidelines that you can download and use for your
contemporary and minimalistic brand.

https://www.template.net/editable/brand-guidelines
https://www.template.net/editable/94785/one-page-brand-guidelines


Company Brand Guidelines Ideas and Examples
Each brand of a company tells an interesting and one-of-a-kind story that led to the inception of
its company brand identity. Additionally, the company brand mostly revolves around the visual
elements of design as it covers the logo, color palette, and typography. Simply download and
use our free company brand guidelines template for your brand marketing projects.

Lifestyle Brand Guidelines Ideas and Examples
There are some lifestyle brands out there that market themselves and sell their products and
services to embody the aspirations, attitudes, interests, opinions, and fundamental values of a
certain group or subculture.  They aim to set up a solid emotional connection between their
particular lifestyle image to the public. Here is a sample lifestyle brand guidelines template
based on interests, hobbies, and sports.

https://www.template.net/editable/94601/company-brand-guidelines-template
https://www.template.net/editable/94325/lifestyle-brand-guidelines-template


Minimalist Brand Guidelines Ideas and Examples
Numerous brands nowadays are going minimalist because they want to make their content or
product stand out as the focal point of attention. After all, minimalism expresses a calming effect
on a visual and psychological aspect, allowing the audience to fix their eyes on the brand itself.
We offer a template collection of minimalist brand guidelines templates for your work while you
assist businesses and organizations in simplifying their brands while using simple color palettes,
shapes, and typesetting.

https://www.template.net/editable/94074/minimalist-brand-guidelines-template


Corporate Brand Guidelines Ideas and Examples
Do you need to form the foundation of a corporate brand identity? A wholesome corporate
brand must have consistency in its print collaterals, digital marketing channels, and other
corporate brand marketing campaigns. Download and use our sample corporate brand
guidelines template on our website.

https://www.template.net/editable/94324/corporate-brand-guidelines-template
https://www.template.net/editable/94324/corporate-brand-guidelines-template


Beauty Brand Guidelines Ideas and Examples
Create a consistent and visually aesthetic beauty brand with every branding element aligned to
one another. Personalize your beauty brand while using our chic and sophisticated brand
guidelines below. Download this beauty brand guidelines template from our sample brand
guidelines templates right now.

Coffee Shop Brand Guidelines Ideas and Examples
One of the major factors in advertising and marketing your coffee shop is coffee shop branding.
It is essential if you want to become or remain profitable in your business. Many coffee shop
owners use brand guidelines to assist them in building and defining their coffee shop brand
identity, so we suggest that you use our coffee shop brand guidelines to boost your brand
advertising and define your coffee business.

https://www.template.net/editable/94777/beauty-brand-guidelines
https://www.template.net/editable/94604/coffee-shop-brand-guidelines


Fashion Brand Guidelines Ideas and Examples
Do you need to start working on your new fashion brand? You must identify the need in the
fashion market, create a business plan, determine your target audience, make some fashion
designs, search for a trusted clothing manufacturer, and select a brand name, logo, and market
profile. Thus, download and use our sample fashion brand guidelines template here to help you
in creating your fashion brand identity.

https://www.template.net/editable/94321/fashion-brand-guidelines-template


Elegant Brand Guidelines Ideas and Examples
Elegant branding involves the use of restricted color palettes like using white letters on black
backgrounds, a single font style, or a combination of script and sans serifs, and simple
elegant-looking graphic symbols such as silhouettes and single-color line drawings. This type of
branding is mainly used in branding luxury items including cars, jewelry, and watches. Easily
download our customizable elegant brand guidelines template here so that you can work right
away on your elegant brand.

https://www.template.net/editable/94602/elegant-brand-guidelines


FAQs

What is the importance of brand guidelines?
Brand guidelines are important tools because they significantly help in disintegrating the brand
to know more about how it can be communicated to current and new customers within your
intended audience.

What do you need for brand guidelines?
When you are preparing brand guidelines, you need to obtain major details of a business or an
organization’s visual identity which includes the official logo usage, color palette, font type,
typography, brand tone, mission statement, brand positioning, and brand values.

How often should brand guidelines be updated?
Brand guidelines should be updated every two or three years.

Are guidelines and standards the same?
Guidelines and standards are different in some aspects as guidelines offer general guidance
additional advice, and support and are not mandatory while standards focus on quality as they
explain what is considered acceptable based on quality or performance.



Why do brand guidelines matter?
Brand guidelines matter because they help businesses and organizations in ensuring brand
consistency.

What are basic brand guidelines?
The basic brand guidelines contain logo variations such as full logos, secondary logos and
icons, a color palette with primary and secondary colors, typography with font styles and sizes,
photos, illustrations, and brand tone.

What is the brand pyramid?
The brand pyramid displays the visual framework of brand identity and market positioning as it
contains five key stages of brand performance.

What do brand style guidelines look like?
Brand style guidelines look similar to a mood board of a brand as it outlines the logo, logo
usage, color palette, typography and fonts, imagery, and brand tone.

How do you establish brand guidelines?
If you need to establish brand guidelines, you need to tell an enticing brand story, make a
recognizable brand signature, add the main color palette of your brand, specify your typography
hierarchy, set your brand voice, and indicate the imagery and iconography that suits your visual
style.

What are brand guidelines for logos?
The brand guidelines for logos contain logo variations, logo usage, logo color schemes,
aesthetics, and values.


